
GRD World School , Bhauwala
Holiday Homework Grade 2  Subject - EVS

Q1.  Choose the right answer and fill in the blanks :
Hint : water ,  Pulses ,  herb ,  tree ,  vegetable ,  plants ,  wheat  ,  fruit ,  climber  ,
Hard  ,  sugar ,   creeper  ,   desert  ,  papaya  ,  animals/birds  ,  land , air       

1. Cotton is a 

2. The mint plant is a 

3. Roots take                                      from the soil.

4. The money plant is a 

5.                                       contains many seeds.



   6. Trees are homes for many                              like  

   7.  Shrubs have                                  stem

   8.  Cabbage is a 

   9.  Cactus is a                                     plant

  10. Plants can grow on                                           and in  

                     My  Body

Q2. Tick the correct option  

A. We have two / three legs

B.    We Write with our hands / legs

C.    Our eyes are on chin / face 



Q3. Fill in the blanks 
A. Our                            helps us to smell

B.    Our                             helps us to taste

C.    Our                             helps us to hear 

D.    Our eyes help us to 

Q4. Match the following 
A. Eyes

B. Ears

D.   Nose 

E.   Hand
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GRD World School , Bhauwala
Holiday Homework Grade 2 Subject - Computer

Q1. Choose the correct answer
1. Which part of a computer work like a human brain ?

   a.CPU        b.Monitor           c.Mouse          d.Keyboard

2. What are the data and instructions together known as 

   a.Output     b.Process          c.Input             d.Change 

3.                       makes a computer work when electricity goes off 

    a.CPU      b. UPS               c.Both a and b   d.None



Q2. State whether the following statements are true or false -

1. A computer cannot work on its own.

2.    We get output from the computer.

3.    The title bar is located at the top of the desktop 

4.     The first step to start a computer to switch on the monitor button 

 



Q3. Fill in the blanks with the help of the word given in the box

     Windows Desktop                         Air brush                             File 

1.                               menu contains the print option 

2.                                  is the display screen that holds icon 

3.                                   tool is used to create a spray effect in the picture                                   



Q4. Colour the picture 
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